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While it is not a legal requirement in Australia to use a funeral

director when your loved one dies, it is a legal requirement of

certain States and Territories that funeral directors carry out some

administrative and logistic functions

Legally, the executor is responsible for

taking possession of the body from the

moment of death until burial / cremation has

occurred. If nobody is willing to take

responsibility, a funeral may be arranged via

government contractors. Most commonly, a

funeral is usually arranged by the

deceased's executor, however if there is no

will, the senior next of kin will be required to

provide personal details of the deceased,

within one month of the death, so the death

is formally registered and a death certificate

issued. 

Arranging matters requested by the

family and taking into account legal,

social, cultural and religious

considerations relating to your person

and bereaved

Transportation of the deceased from

place of death to the mortuary

Preparation of the deceased eg:

washing, dressing, for donation, green

burials, transport to another state /

country via ground or air travel and

embalming. 

It is always advisable to talk with one or two

funeral homes prior to engaging their

services. 

This helps you realise what is and isn’t

possible and what you can expect from

them when the time comes to appoint them.

It is also worthwhile asking for the total

amount payable before booking a funeral

home’s services to avoid any unexpected

costs. 

Overall, the role of a funeral home is to

ensure the wishes of the deceased and

family are fulfilled. A funeral director can

help arrange as many or few details as you

like. Their services include: 
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In most Australian states, it is legal to care

for your dead person at home. There is even

a social shift happening at grassroots level

that is striving towards shattering long

standing taboos. ‘Death Cafe’s’ and

community projects such as 

“Compassionate Communities” are popping

up all over the country to initiate and

promote palliative, end of life and

bereavement care conversations to give

people a chance to discuss and consider

their deepest end-of-life wishes.  

According to Dianne McKissock, co-founder

of the Bereavement Care Centre, many

people find having the body at home allows

them to regain control instead of having

hospital staff or funeral directors dictate

what happens next. "Not everyone feels this

way of course," she says. "The important

aspect is really about choice. We feel

empowered when we can make choices that

are in our best interests."

Transport the body from a hospital /

aged care facility / hospice into storage

or interstate. It is necessary to hire a

refrigerated transfer service for long

trips.

Keep the body at home until the funeral,

even after an autopsy - usually 4 to 5

days 

Wash and prepare the body for viewing

Hold vigil

Shroud the body

Hold ceremony at home rather than

hiring space at a cemetery or

crematorium

Arrange the ceremony and organise

speakers and a celebrant if desired

Drive your deceased person to the

ceremony (if held externally) and

crematorium or cemetery.

Buy or build a coffin or shroud from the

supplier to avoid mark-up fees.

Tasmania is the only state which

currently has a coffin club that can help

you with building your own.

Carry the coffin as a pallbearer with

family and friends.

Lower the body into the grave or watch it

go into the furnace at the crematorium.

 In most states you can:

You do not have to do any of this. Knowing

more about what's involved in the process

can help you choose – and only pay for –

services you want a funeral home to take on.

While it's possible to organise most parts of

a funeral yourself, there are significant

barriers to doing so.
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According to Choice, registering a death

isn't made easy for those of us who aren't in

the funeral business. The forms themselves

are straightforward, but several offices for

births, deaths and marriages allow only

funeral directors to use the online registries.

The paperwork also often incorporates

sections for funeral directors to fill out,

which is the case with the death registration

forms in New South Wales and Queensland.

It's the first of many moments after a death

when you might find yourself locked out of

making your own arrangements because

the system isn't set up for you. It's set up for

funeral directors. Though this makes

registering a death inconvenient, it's still

possible to do yourself. 

You can contact your local births, deaths

and marriages office for a form and provide

the medical certificate of cause of death or

coroner's notice of release, along with a

document issued by the cemetery,

crematorium or government authority

approving the burial or cremation.

The NSW registry says “you can fill in the

funeral director's section of the death

registration form yourself.” 

The Queensland office states "you can

complete the form to the best of your

knowledge ... if there is more information

required you will be contacted."

Regulations:

Please note, the following information is

subject to change in accordance to state

and federal law changes. 

Western Australia is the only state to specify

that you have to use a licensed funeral

director, or obtain a permit by a cemetery

board to arrange a funeral without one.

Other state regulations include sections that

complicate a person's ability to take matters

into their own hands.

Although you can keep the body at home for

up to five days in NSW, if you want to

prepare and place the body in a coffin

anywhere other than a mortuary, you'll need

approval from the secretary of NSW Health.

Tasmanian legislation requires that a body

comes from "the premises of a prescribed

business" in order to cremate it.

Across Australia, cemeteries and

crematoriums often won't deal directly with

customers and will tell you to book through

a funeral director with a registered business.
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